DESCRIPTION OF
THE PROJECT
Creative Innovative Approaches Investigators (CIA Investigators)
5th - 10th of May 2017, Maribor, Slovenia
The mobility CIA Investigators took place in Maribor,
Slovenia, from 5th to 10th of May, 2017. We brought together diversity and quality among members of organizations who host, send and coordinate European Voluntary Service (EVS) volunteers or plan to do it in the near
future. Our aim was to share our views, good practices
and information about the youth work and to reflect on
alternative working methods.
Based on the information we gathered from the participants, guests and experienced youth workers, we started the investigation around the volunteering field with
the aim to inform and consequently to raise the inclusion and the quality in the EVS and in general within the
volunteerism field, for the youngsters with fewer opportunities.

INTRODUCTION
The European institutions’ priority is to enhance the social
cohesion and inclusion, along with the increase of the active
citizenship, empowerment and employability among youth
with fewer opportunities with the main objective being to
avoid discrimination.

Youth with fewer opportunities
Young people often face obstacles in their lives which can
make them disadvantaged to their peers. For better definition of the target group, we gathered situations and conditions that are defined as youngsters with less opportunities
according to the official European definition. 1
1. SOCIAL OBSTACLES

During CIA Investigators training course we explored some
questions that might be at the core of this problem – What
innovative methods of work should be used to motivate
youngsters to participate in voluntary programs? How to
include young people outside the active group? What concrete actions can direct the information to the youth with
fewer opportunities to increase their engagement in the
international voluntary work?
This brochure presents the solutions we identified, discussed
and improved together and are accompanied by concrete
methods and approaches to boost the engagement of our
target group in the volunteerism sector.

Orphans, dysfunctional families, precarious life
standards, gender, ethical, religion, sexual orientation, disability discrimination, anti-social or limited
social skills, risky sexual behaviours, (ex) offenders,
(ex) drug users, young/single parents.

INVESTIGATORS

2. CULTURAL OBSTACLES
(Descendants from) refugees or immigrants, national or ethnical minorities, cultural and linguistic exclusion.

By participating in the project, participants strengthened the capacity of their organizations to internationalise their activities and to implement international projects with greater efficiency and effectiveness. The result
of the activity is this digital brochure whose creation was
based on the project.

New experience

EVS

3. EDUCATIONAL OBSTACLES

erasmus+

Learning difficulties, dropouts, poor scholar performance, lower qualified, lack of opportunities.

4. ECONOMICAL OBSTACLES
Low income, low standard of life, poverty and
unemployment, homelessness, debt/financial
problems.
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5. GEOGRAPHICAL OBSTACLES
Remote/rural areas, small islands and peripheral areas, urban problematic zones, less
serviced or non-developed areas.

Inovations

6. HEALTH OBSTACLES

DISCLAIMER: This project has been funded with support from
the European Commission. This publication reflects the views
only of the author and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information
contained therein. Nor does reflect the views of the Slovenian
National Agency MOVIT.

Chronic or severe illnesses, psychiatric conditions, mental health problems.

7. DISABILITY OBSTACLES
Physical or sensorial conditions; intellectual,
cognitive or learning problems.
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Salto Youth, Young people with fewer opportunities, https://www.
salto-youth.net/tools/otlas-partner-finding/help/young-people-with-fewer-opportunities/.
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BUILD YOUR OWN METHOD
Every person is unique and deserves and needs an
adapted, special, personal approach. Therefore, we suggest that the youth workers build their own method of
communication, according to their personal views and
abilities and of course adapting to the person they’re interacting with..
Here are some suggested steps that can guide you while
building your own method:

1. Define your goal(s)

CONCRETE METHODS
Spread the information
Spread the information
useful (put yourself in the youngster position – does it
help? What do you need to know?)
accurate (make sure you are

well informed – next to reliable
accurate (make sure you are
well–informed
– next to resources
before informing
others)
liable
sources
– before
others)
useful
(put
yourselfinforming
in
the youngster’s shoes – does
clear
leads to confusion! Keep it
it help?(too
Whatmuch
do youinformation
need to
know?)

What are the needs of the community/organisation/volunteers for the mobility projects?

Education first! Create (or encourage
youngsters to enrol) education, training and experience activities, training
courses and workshops
- Promote local volunteering
- Involve the education system in the process
- Create (or encourage youngsters to enrol in) training
courses
- International or national training for youngsters under 18
- Workshops (cooking, art, crafts, …)
- Discovering and developing interests of any kind
- Team building activities
- Practical workshops focused on special topics (e.g. job
seeking)
- Theatre (role-playing games, group activities, street theatre)
- Wall of thoughts

Where to go?
2. Research from:
2.1 Experienced people and organisations

clear (too much information

leads to confusion! Keep it
simple and precise)

2.2 Online accurate sources

accessible to all

(do not restrict your target –
spread, share!)

2.3 Promotion events
2.4 Training courses
3. Write guidelines – your action plan
What, Who, Where, When and How?
4. Implement the actions
Connect all the indicators and start taking action.
5. Get constant feedback from the target
Communicate, listen and get the feedback from
the involved partners and participants.
6. Conclusion and evaluation
Did you meet your goals? Was the target group
reached? Are you satisfied with the action? Were
there any constraints? What would you change?
7. Adjustments and improvements
What went wrong and how can you improve it?
What went well and how can you make it even
better?

-

-

Social media, blogs and mobile apps
Competitions/contests – online, through videos, stories,
pictures, etc.
Graphic images and videos (gif, video episodes, including
young volunteers in the video)
Flyers, Posters
Books, magazines, comic books

#1

Information

#3

Non-imposing
Debate/
Participation

#7 Help

(but do not patronise)

#2

Purpose

#5

(meaning)

#4

Equality (no

categorisation)

Communication

(positivity, reasonableness,
compassion-not pity,
awareness of gender of
choice…)

#6

Motivation

#8

Dynamics -

Unconventionality/
Innovativeness

Useful links and suggested sources
National:
- Official websites of the National Agencies
- Governmental databases of civil organizations
- Official websites Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Internal Affairs, Ministry of Education

Go to young people instead of waiting for
them to come to you
Share personal stories, blogs, testimonials
Provide contacts of official entities, organizations and other young volunteers’ personal
contacts
Provide personal support (peer to peer) and
encouragement in the application process
Give FAQs and answers

Complement with other tools
to stimulate critical thinking
and create awareness in
specific topics

(WHILE BUILDING YOUR OWN METHOD)

- Schools, High schools, Colleges, Universities
- Organisations involved in local and/or international volunteering
- Churches
- Hospitals
- Internet cafés
- Community centers
- Work unions
- Local unemployment services

Promote a direct contact/
networking
-

PRINCIPLES TO KEEP IN MIND

European:

Create events where youngsters have the chance to
change their environment, meet new (and international)
people
-

Festivals with info stands
Community building events to raise an active citizenship
Intercultural events
Events directed, adapted to or including people with special
needs
Sport and healthy culinary events – healthy body, healthy
mind
Movies/documentary projections
Treasure hunts
Flash mobs
Music events
Keep in mind the musical, artistic and decoration aspects for a
good and motivational environment

- The official website of the European Union: http://europa.eu/
- The official website of the European Commission: https://
ec.europa.eu/
- Information about the Erasmus+ Programme: http://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/node_en
- European Youth Portal: https://europa.eu/youth/EU_en
- Information about the European Solidarity Corps: https://europa.eu/youth/solidarity_en
- Information about the European Social Fund: http://ec.europa.
eu/esf/home.jsp
- Information about Horizon 2020: https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/
- The official website of SALTO-Youth: https://www.salto-youth.
net/
- The official website of Global Education Network of Young
Europeans (GLEN): http://glen-europe.org/
- The official website of AEGEE: http://www.aegee.org/

International:
- The official website of Service Civil International (SCI): http://
www.sci.ngo/
- The official website of AIESEC: http://aiesec.org/

Other:
- Search for Facebook groups with the following words or expressions: Erasmus+ / EVS / Youth in Action / etc.

